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Shark Seat's Ultra-Lite

Listing ID - 4788 

Description Shark Seat's Ultra-Lite

Product
type

Seat suspension for high-speed boats

Usage Any boat that is driven hard

Application Is used on all start seat models and can be
adapted to others

Availability Fast deliver, anywhere in the world

Price POA

ULTRA-lite
 
Speci�cations
Durable easy-clean rubber seat foams ..  for ultimate UV and abrasion protection, we recommend adding a protective
cover
EAF (Energy Absorbing Foam)
150mm progressive and ULTRA-SMOOTH travel
Weight limit of 100kg (or 120kg in light conditions only)
Side grab handles (default)
The lightest suspension and seat on the market weighing only 7.3kg

https://www.seaboats.net/


Extremely small footprint: 272 x 260mm (recommended deck layout spacing is 600x600mm)
Extremely low pro�le: suspension is only 220mm tall
Less fatigue from 3 axis shock mitigation eliminates whiplash from lateral and fore-aft forces
Non-corroding, soft-edged and non-marking Flexanite construction
Super low maintenance – See Operational info.
Able to withstand impacts of up to 8G
3 year global Manufacturers Warranty on all parts
Easy one man installation
Fits shark A-series plinths and is compatible with all other shark accessories
Can be placed on existing seat boxes in place of 8 inch pedestals
Can be retro�tted to most boat pedestals (ask for adaptor plate options)
Works well with compact seats like shark FOLD
Works with bench seats like shark FLOAT

The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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